Subsidy for energy efficiency equipment

- Subsidize 1/3 of the total cost on purchasing energy-efficient equipment and repairing.
- Not only big companies factories but also small companies and offices such as hospitals utilize the subsidies.

Image: Subsidy scope equipment

- **Industrial Furnaces**
  - E.g.: High-efficiency industrial furnaces

- **Lighting equipment**
  - E.g.: High efficiency lighting (including: LED)

- **Hot water supply system (high-efficiency generator)**
  - E.g.: Refrigerator • refrigerate equipment

- **Transformer**
  - E.g.: High-efficiency transformer

- **Air conditioner**
  - E.g.: High-efficiency Air conditioner

- **Others**
  - E.g.: High efficiency heat-pomp
    - High efficiency boiler
    - Co-generation